Design and dynamic simulation of minimal metallo-proteins.
Ab initio in silico design of proteins and enzymes has emerged as a powerful tool to design application-tailored proteins and catalysts for a wide range of applications. Several enzymes exploit the unique features of metal cofactors to achieve catalytic activity otherwise unattainable through the use of only natural amino acid residues. One of the major bottlenecks in ab initio design of novel proteins relies on long-range and epistatic effects that severely limit the possibility of a rational design. Within this framework there is an ongoing effort to reduce protein length and complexity to unlock the full potential of in silico protein design. In this work we specifically address this problem designing and investigating the dynamic features of 10 in silico designed minimal metallo-proteins. In particular, in this paper we investigate whether and to what extent it is possible to design a minimal metallo-enzyme made of only residues involved in metal binding. In this research we address these questions by investigating the ability of 10 different "mini-proteins" with a length shorter than 15 residues. Molecular dynamics studies clearly show that it is possible to design a minimal protein able to bind a metal atom with the correct geometry. It is noteworthy that designed mini-proteins cannot achieve the formation of a canonical hydrophobic core, rather the metal ion provides a "metal core" around which the entire protein is organized. This opens the possibility of designing synthetic enzymes composed of only functional residues organized around a "metal core" which acts as both structural and functional determinat.